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When her aunt shows up homeless on her doorstep, Sara suspects anything but a miracle.

Sara’s an artist with a supportive husband and a house that folks on her block admire outright. But she’s
restless and bored with life.

Then her legendary Aunt Bel shows up, wearing a smile after years without a word.

Twenty years ago, fresh out of college, Bel left for a summer missions trip and never returned. Now she’s on
Sara’s doorstep, looking for a place to crash. Sara can’t say no to family, even if she hasn’t seen Bel since
she was a nine-year-old girl. But saying yes to Bel turns Sara’s whole precariously-balanced life upside
down.

The enigmatic Bel gives Sara’s family and their community a jolt of fresh thinking and clarity.

But Bel is hiding something. Though she won’t talk about it, Sara soon learns that Bel has been through a
hellish ordeal. And she has the burn marks to prove it.

"[Samson's] gift for creating unique, flawed character elevates this book above others. Each line has so much
truth, and readers will likely ponder different passages long after finishing." —Romantic Times Review, TOP
PICK! 4 1/2 stars

"Samson’s quirky characters will have readers laughing, crying, and shaking their heads in disbelief,
sometimes all at the same time. This uplifting read . . . will attract fans of women’s fiction and especially
works by authors Sarah Jio, Anne Tyler, and Alice Hoffman." —Library Journal
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From reader reviews:

Vickie Reed:

This Runaway Saint usually are reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
reason of this Runaway Saint can be on the list of great books you must have is usually giving you more than
just simple studying food but feed an individual with information that possibly will shock your earlier
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions throughout
the e-book and printed people. Beside that this Runaway Saint forcing you to have an enormous of
experience for example rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your
day pastime. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Roxie Lloyd:

Typically the book Runaway Saint has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you make sure to read this book
you can get a lot of benefit. The book was published by the very famous author. The writer makes some
research prior to write this book. This specific book very easy to read you can get the point easily after
reading this article book.

Ross Fletcher:

Precisely why? Because this Runaway Saint is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting
for you to snap the item but latter it will jolt you with the secret this inside. Reading this book close to it was
fantastic author who else write the book in such incredible way makes the content on the inside easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of rewards
than the other book get such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking technique. So ,
still want to delay having that book? If I had been you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Patrick Taylor:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our information for everything. By a guide we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or even blank sheet. Every year
was exactly added. This guide Runaway Saint was filled concerning science. Spend your time to add your
knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has several feel when they reading a new book.
If you know how big benefit of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a guide. In the modern era like today,
many ways to get book that you just wanted.
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